
Lazy screenings from Taste Film Festival -
Bite and see!

Bite in and see delicious movies and dinners at the Taste Film Festival. The combination of the
activities of the Concordia Taste restaurant with Concordia Design, the Vox Artis Foundation and the
city of Poznań must bring delicious results - and this is also the case this time. In the summer, in the
very center of the capital of Wielkopolska, four versions of a real film and culinary feast will take
place. Taste Film Festival is an extraordinary experience for the taste of every lover of cuisine and
cinema. The Taste Film Festival will run from June 10 to August 26, 2021, and will include four
screenings every 3-4 weeks. The events will include the presentation of artistically valuable films
that are difficult to see elsewhere, as well as discussion panels, conversations with the creators and
characters of the plot, and tasting dinners inspired by films.

Appetizingly served event

The Taste Film Festival will run from June 10 to August 26, 2021, and will include four screenings
every 3-4 weeks. The events will include the presentation of artistically valuable films that are
difficult to see elsewhere, as well as discussion panels, conversations with the creators and
characters of the plot, and tasting dinners inspired by films.

Everyone will like it

Each edition assumes two variants tailored to the temperament and expectations of the recipients:

SESSION I: ticketed, for about 80 people will take place in the Concordia Design interiors around
18:30. After that, the best Polish Chefs and Sommeliers will prepare a tasting dinner with wine
pairing at Bistro Taste.

SEANS II: as part of the open-air cinema, it will be held at Przystań in front of Bistro Taste around
21.30. It will be followed by discussions and talks.
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Festival menu

June 10: Local Secret
July 8: Feminine Fusion

July 29: Royal Feast
August 26: Historic Snack

 


